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Abstract
This paper will present considerations and algorithms for

direct online optimization of the nonlinear beam dynam-

ics of existing and future storage rings. The experimental

setup and results from using this approach to improve the

dynamic aperture of the SPEAR3 storage ring, using the

robust conjugate direction search method and the particle

swarm optimization method, will be covered.

INTRODUCTION
Storage Ring Nonlinear Beam Dynamics Chal-
lenges

A storage ring is a complex machine with high demand

of precision over its sub-systems. In particular, alignment

and magnetic field of all magnets have to meet stringent

tolerance requirements for the machine to work. Even with

such precision, the machine as built is generally not going to

reproduce the design completely. Residual errors will add

up and further compound the deviation.

To the zero’th order, the magnetic field errors cause orbit

distortions, which can be corrected with orbit correctors

relatively easily. The first order magnetic field errors cause

errors to the linear optics as represented by beta beating and

betatron phase advance beating. Linear optics errors can be

corrected with beam based methods such as LOCO [1–3]

and ICA-TBT [4,5].

Errors from higher order magnetic fields are nonlinear

perturbation to the beam motion. They will cause deviations

of the nonlinear beam dynamics behavior from the ideal

design model and typically result in poorer nonlinear beam

dynamics performance, in terms of reduced dynamic aper-

ture and momentum aperture. As an illustration, we write

down the nonlinear perturbation terms to the Hamiltonian

for an on-energy particle

H1 =
∑

jklm≥0

∑

p

h(p)
jklm

J
j+k

2
x J

l+m
2

y ei[(j−k)φx+(l−m)φy+pθ], (1)

where Jx,y are action variables, φx,y phase variables and

θ = s/R is the free variable, and h(p)
jklm

are integrals of

the magnetic field errors, powers of beta functions, and

corresponding phase factors over the circumference. For

off-energy particles, there are yet more nonlinear resonance

terms associated with the energy errors.

Terms in Eq. 1 with j = k and l = m cause betatron tune

shifts with amplitude. Other terms drive resonances

( j − k)νx + (l − m)νy + p = 0.
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As the tunes of an oscillating beam shift across certain reso-

nance lines (or intersections of two or more resonance lines),

beam motion can become chaotic and eventually lead to

beam loss. This is essentially how nonlinear beam dynamics

limit the dynamic aperture and local momentum aperture.

The magnetic field errors and residual linear optics errors

(after correction) will alter the strengths of the h(p)
jklm

coef-

ficients, which in turn will change the beam tune footprint

and the strengths of the the resonance driving coefficients.

The performance limiting resonances may not be the same

for a different set of errors. Therefore, storage ring nonlinear

beam dynamics is generally a complicated problem to tackle.

Methods of compensating machine errors for perfor-

mance improvement may be classified to two categories:

beam based correction (BBC) and beam based optimization

(BBO) [6]. Beam based correction requires an ideal target

condition, diagnostics that detect the deviations of the ac-

tual machine from the target, and a deterministic approach

to find the corrections. For nonlinear beam dynamics, the

requirements of BBC are not easily met. The main difficulty

is that there is no diagnostics to provide credible information

for correction.

The nonlinear dynamics correction methods explored

so far typically use amplitude-dependent and chromatic

tune shifts [8], and/or measured resonance driving terms

(RDTs) [7,9,10] as representation of the nonlinear dynamics

behavior of the machine. These measurables are then fitted

to the ideal model to obtain corrections. We note that the

measured tune shifts are the total effects of contributions

from many h(p)
jklm

terms; thus the actual distribution of errors

around the ring or over the ( j klm) coefficients cannot be

resolved.

Measurement of the RDTs is usually difficult because it

requires precise knowledge of the linear optics and typically

there is no strong signals on the resonance tunes. Even

though recent studies have demonstrated measurements of up

to octupolar RDTs [9], it remains unclear if the correction of

such RDTs necessarily leads to an improvement of nonlinear

dynamics, given the complexity of the underlying process.

In fact, the ESRF study cited above reported that an RDT

correction led to a reduction of beam lifetime [11].

Because of the intrinsic difficulty of BBC for nonlinear

dynamics, we believe the solution may be beam based opti-

mization.

BBO for Nonlinear Neam Dynamics
Unlike BBC, BBO does not require an ideal model or

sophisticated diagnostics to detect the deviation from the

model. Instead, the machine is used as a function evaluator

to directly optimize the nonlinear dynamics performance -

in terms of dynamic aperture or Touschek lifetime. The key
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component of BBO is efficient, robust optimization algo-

rithms that work for noisy functions.

At SPEAR3 we have developed BBO algorithms and ap-

plied them to many practical accelerator problems [12,13].

An important application is the nonlinear beam dynamics

optimization of the SPEAR3 ring. This work has been re-

ported in Ref. [13]. In the following we will give a brief

summary of the study, provide supplemental information,

and describe new development since then.

SPEAR3 NONLINEAR BEAM DYNAMICS
OPTIMIZATION

Experimental Setup
SPEAR3 is a third generation light source with a beam

energy of 3 GeV. It currently has a horizontal emittance of

10 nm. Since 2011 we have worked on developing a new lat-

tice to reduce the emittance to below 7 nm. A critical compo-

nent of the study is to achieve the nonlinear beam dynamics

performance. In simulation we found that by breaking up

the Standard cell sextupoles from two serial power supplies

to eight smaller groups, the additional degrees of freedom

allow simultaneous optimization of dynamic aperture and

momentum aperture.

In 2014 new sextupole power supplies were added. There

are a total of 10 sextupole power supplies, 5 for focusing

sextupoles, and 5 for defocusing sextupoles. The grouping

of these sextupoles follow symmetric patterns around the

ring, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Layout of SPEAR3 sextupole families.

Since all sextupoles are located in dispersive region, a

change of a sextupole knob generally will change the chro-

maticities. To get the maximum degrees of freedom in op-

timization, we used combined knobs as defined by the null

space of the chromaticity response matrix [13]. The eight

free knobs are shown in Figure 2.

The SPEAR3 10-nm lattice normally has sufficient dy-

namic aperture for the injected beam. In the optimization

experiment we first reduce the kicker bump. This effectively

increases the dynamic aperture requirement. An illustration

of the relation ship of the dynamic aperture, kicker bump,

and stored beam to injection beam separation is in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Chromaticity independent sextupole knobs for

SPEAR3.

Figure 3: Injection and kicker bump.

The optimization objective function is the injection effi-

ciency. To obtain a stable, low noise measure of injection

efficiency, we monitor injection for 10 seconds and use the

stored beam current increment to divide the average injec-

tor beam in the same 10 seconds. The resulting injection

efficiency function still has a noise sigma of ∼ 3%.

Optimization Algorithms
Two online optimization algorithms have been used in

the SPEAR3 nonlinear dynamics study, the robust conjugate

direction search (RCDS) algorithm [12] and the particle

swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [14,15].

The RCDS algorithm was designed for online optimiza-

tion. It uses a novel robust 1-D optimizer to search multiple

directions iteratively. In this study, since the knobs are sim-

ply the basis of the chromaticity response matrix null space,

the directions are not mutually conjugate for the dynamic

aperture optimization problem. However, it still demon-

strated high efficiency in finding high injection efficiency

solutions. Typically in one or two iterations we can find

sextupole solutions with substantially better performance.

The PSO algorithm is a stochastic optimization method.

It creates new solutions by following the trajectories of a

population of moving “particles” in the parameter space.

The trajectory is affected by the global best solutions and

the best solution in the particle’s history. We use the same

algorithm control parameters as in Ref. [15]. In general the

PSO is not as efficient as RCDS. But because of its stochastic

nature, it has the potential to jump out of a local attractor
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and converge to the global optimum. In our experiments

PSO is launched from the vicinity of an optimized solution

found by RCDS.

Experimental Results
As is shown in Ref. [13], starting from the flat sextupole

configuration (nominal setting before 2014), the RCDS

found an optimized solution in less than 250 function eval-

uations. Starting from a previously optimized solution (w/

RCDS), PSO found a better solution within less than 300

evaluations. The solutions found by RCDS and PSO have

similar patterns in sextupole set-points. The dynamic aper-

ture was measured to be significantly increased for both so-

lutions, by more than 5 mm. The dynamic aperture increase

was confirmed with injection measurements with reduced

injection kicker bump.

The Touschek lifetime for the optimized solution was

slightly lower only because the coupling ratio was changed

during optimization. In later experiments the coupling was

made equal with the flat sextupole solution and the lifetime

was measured to be almost identical. Lifetime vs. RF gap

voltage measurements also indicated that there was no re-

duction of local momentum aperture.

RECENT PROGRESS AT SPEAR3
DA Optimization for High Vertical Chromaticity

The addition of a new in-vacuum undulator (for BL15)

has caused operation difficulty as at high current the beam

can drive a resonant electromagnetic mode in this device

which then drives vertical coupled bunch instability. It

has been found that increasing vertical chromaticity to

above +6 can suppress this mode. However, when the sex-

tupoles were changed by equal amounts for SF and SD fami-

lies, respectively, from the sextupole solution optimized for

(Cx,Cy) = (+3,+3) to increase Cy , the dynamic aperture

became worse. The dynamic aperture got worse also when

Cy was reduced from +3 (see Figure 4). Clearly, it is not the

increase of sextupole strength, but the deviation from the

optimized solution that caused the DA reduction.
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Figure 4: Dynamic aperture measurement for various ver-

tical chromaticity values. The solution was optimized for

Cy = 3. The K1 calibration is 1.212 mrad/kV.

This observation prompted us to optimize DA for the ele-

vated vertical chromaticity case with Cy = 5. Starting from

the (+3,+5) case shown in Figure 4, we ran RCDS for only

one iteration and found a better solution. The DA measure-

ment for the new solution is compared to the original ones

in Figure 5. DA for the optimized solution (w/ Cy = 5) is

similar to the Cy = 3 case before optimization. And, inci-

dentally, when vertical chromaticity is increased to Cy = 6,

the DA is slightly better. This solution is suitable for high

chromaticity operation.

The sextupole set-points (in terms of changes from the

flat sextupole pattern) for the (3, 3) before optimization, the

(+3,+5) solutions before and after optimization are com-

pared in Figure 6. The differences are mainly in the SD

magnets, especially SD2 and SD5.
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Figure 5: Comparison of dynamic aperture measurement

before and after optimization for the (3, 5) case.
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Figure 6: Sextupole changes from flat sextupole pattern

before and after the optimization for the Cy = 5 case.

DA Optimization w/ a Long-period EPU
The sextupole solution optimized for chromaticities of

(3, 3) was done with BL5 EPU at its nominal gap of

40 mm. This is an EPU with strong field, and long period

(λu = 140 mm). Because the dynamic kick from the hori-

zontal field roll off is proportional to λ2
u , the device has very

strong nonlinear dynamics impact to the beam. Recently

in operation, as the BL5 EPU is closed to 13.4 mm in the

circular EPU phase (the circular phase is the worst for this
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device in terms of dynamics impact), the injection efficiency

had a significant drop, to 75%.

Measurements of dynamic aperture with BL5 gap at the

nominal value and the minimum value (12.6 mm) showed

a significant difference. Probably the recent sextupole so-

lution is more sensitive to BL5 EPU perturbation because

previously (before December 2016) we did not observe such

a big injection efficiency decrease. We then did DA opti-

mization using RCDS with BL5 EPU at the minimum gap

and the circular phase. The algorithm found a solution that

is much less susceptible to BL5 gap changes. The new solu-

tion is more suitable for operation since it has no injection

efficiency reduction with BL5 gap closed to minimum value.

The measured DA for BL5 at nominal or minimum gap val-

ues before and after this optimization is shown in Figure 7.

The sextupole changes are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: DA w/ BL5 EPU open or close, before and after

the optimization with gap closed.
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Figure 8: Sextupole changes by the DA optimization with

BL5 gap closed.

BEAM LIFETIME OPTIMIZATION
In addition to dynamic aperture, adequate momentum

aperture for acceptable Touschek lifetime is another impor-

tant nonlinear beam dynamics performance requirement. At

the SPEAR3 the momentum aperture is mostly determined

by the RF bucket height, not nonlinear beam dynamics.

At ESRF, beam lifetime optimization has been success-

fully carried out with the RCDS method [16]. In the experi-

ments the objective function was beam lifetime normalized

by measured vertical beam size, beam current, and calculated

bunch lengthening. In separate tests, 12 sextupole correctors

or 10 main sextupole variables were used as knobs. Sub-

stantial lifetime increase was obtained for both tests. For the

case with sextupole correctors it took about 300 function

evaluations to reach the optimum. The optimized sextupole

solution was used for operation and had several important

benefits.

SUMMARY
We have proposed to use online optimization to realize

or exceed the design performance for storage ring nonlinear

beam dynamics. Using the online optimized algorithms

developed at SPEAR3, we have successfully demonstrated

the effectiveness of this approach in dynamic aperture for

the SPEAR3. Touschek lifetime optimization with the same

method has been demonstrated at ESRF.
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